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bit
The cutting part of a drill usually pointed and threaded and is replaceable in
a brace or bitstock or drill press.
Miranda could go off and do her theatrical bit.

fairly To certain extent or degree.
I was fairly certain she had nothing to do with the affair.

few
A quantifier that can be used with count nouns and is often preceded by `a’;
a small but indefinite number.
A world that increasingly belongs to the few.

handful A quantity that fills the hand.
Only a handful of people were in the pub.

insignificant Small and unimpressive.
An insignificant sum of money.

just Of an opinion or appraisal well founded justifiable.
Just a scratch.

least Used in names of very small animals and plants e g least shrew.
My best routine was the one I had practised the least.

less To a smaller extent; not so much.
He listened less to the answer than to Kate s voice.

little
Used in names of animals and plants that are smaller than related kinds e g
little grebe.
When she was little she was always getting into scrapes.

marginally In a marginal manner.
Inflation is predicted to drop marginally.

mere
Used to emphasize that the fact of something being present in a situation is
enough to influence that situation.
Questions that cannot be answered by mere mortals.

mini Denoting a miniature version of something.
A mini camera.
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minimal The least possible.
P and b are a minimal pair distinguished by the feature of voicing.

minimum The smallest possible quantity.
This can be done with the minimum amount of effort.

minor A minor term or premise.
A minor share of the profits.

moderately To a moderately sufficient extent or degree.
Growth continues moderately.

partially In part; in some degree; not wholly.
A partially open door.

partly To some extent; in some degree; not wholly.
You re only partly right.

pinprick
A very small dot or amount.
Compared with the indignities he had so far endured this was a mere
pinprick.

preferably Ideally; if possible.
He would like a place of his own preferably outside the town.

rather Used to indicate one’s preference in a particular matter.
This opens up a whole can of worms that should rather be left shut.

reasonably Inexpensively.
Acted quite reasonably.

slight Lacking substance or significance.
A Council determined whether the Fort should be kept or slighted.

smattering A slight superficial knowledge of a language or subject.
Edward had only a smattering of Welsh.

some To some extent quite a lot.
Having some friends over.

somewhat To certain extent or degree.
Matters have improved somewhat since then.

soupcon A slight but appreciable amount.

tapered Becoming gradually narrower.
Trousers with tapered legs.

trifling Unimportant or trivial.
A trifling matter.

undersized Of less than the usual size.
The undersized cubs may not survive the winter.
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